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sofa bed shelve

hanger wardrobe
chest of 
drawers

dresser 
with 

mirror
bar stool

table and 
chairs

nightstand clock desk

coat 
stand

coffee 
table

cupboard
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B5.07.02                                                                          Rooms                                   

1. living room 2. bedroom 3. bedroom 4. several rooms 

5. bedroom 6. hall 7. living room 8. bedroom

9. several rooms 10. living room 11. several rooms 12. living room

13. dining room 14. bedroom 15. kitchen/house bar all rooms
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1. A coffee table is a 
low table in front of 

the sofa. 

2. A bed is to sleep or 
relax.

3. A dresser has a 
mirror and drawers 
with clothes. (ladies) 

4. A cupboard has 
doors and shelves and 
is  used for storage. 

5. This is a wardrobe 
in which you hang 

your clothes.

6. Hanger for coates 
in hall or entrance 

room.

7. You can work at this 
desk with drawers.

8. This is also a 
hanger for a few 

pieces of clothing.

9. In a chest with 
drawers you can store 

many things.

10. Sofa: a long soft 
seat for more than 

one person.

11. A shelf is a long, 
flat, and  horizontally 

fixed board for 
storage.

12.Hi. I'm a standing 
clock. When you look 
at me you can see 

what time it is. 

13.I'm a table and 
standing around me 

are 6 chairs.

14. The small table 
with a few drawers 
next to your bed.

15. People sit on a bar 
stool in the kitchen or 

at the house bar. 
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pillow blanket sheet 1.________________

put on drinks and 
snacks

low near sofa 2. _______________

pair of trousers, 
one shirt

hang at night 3. _______________

drawers office work 4.________________

lamp alarm clock next to bed 5. _______________

has shelves has doors storage long time 6. _______________

lady can see herself
some clothes in 

drawer
7. _______________

can turn around high
kitchen or house 

bar
8. _______________

cozy soft more seats 9. _______________

long and flat fixed board storage/horizontal 10. ______________
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I, you, he, 
she, it, we, 

they

have  or 
has

a or an opinion seize colour material noun.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1.       I have a soft small black leather sofa.

2,

3,

4,

5,

6,

7,

8,

2. wooden, bed, hard, small, they, yellow        6. strong, desk, massive, oak wooden, dark, I   

3. blue, high, bar stool, metal, ugly, she      7. you, long, dresser, light brown , fantastic, rosewood  

4. tiny, brown, glass, coffee table, awful, he       8. wardrobe, useful, spacious, light, beech wooden, they  

5. sweet, pink, miniature, nightstand, plastic, we 
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There are  (be) 2 sound boxes next to  the TV. There is a _____________ ________ (furniture) _____________ the 2 armchairs.   

There ______ (be) a lamp ___________ the TV and there ________ (be) 2  above the pictures with the trees. On the pictures it is 

___________(snow) now.  The cupboard _________ (have) _______ doors. One box in the cupboard is _________ (small) than the 

other. There _______ (be) a ___________________ and a ___________ on the desk. Right now it’s nine _______________ in this 

room. In total there are 4 ___________ in this room. There ______ (be) 3 __________ ____ the basket. 

_________ the TV is _________ (a/an) fireplace. We see __________ (count) flames in the fireplace. There is a seat 

_________________ the desk. 
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